Histologic sampling requirements in ovarian carcinoma: a review of 51 tumors.
In a review of 29 serous and 22 mucinous adenocarcinomas of the ovary, we quantitated the various histologic patterns seen in these neoplasms in order to document histologic variability and assess current anecdotal recommendations (one section per 1-2 cm of maximum tumor diameter) for adequate histologic sampling of epithelial ovarian neoplasms. Mucinous carcinomas showed more histologic variation than serous carcinomas, but both showed substantial portions with benign or borderline histology in many neoplasms. One serous and one mucinous carcinoma were likely to have been classified as borderline tumors if only current sampling recommendations had been followed. The remaining adenocarcinomas were adequately sampled by current standard practice. The two tumors in question had unusual clinical and histological features which prompted additional sampling. Caution is particularly warranted when initial frozen section sampling shows features of borderline tumor histology or low grade epithelial atypia, especially in mucinous epithelial neoplasms where histologic variability is greatest.